Abstract
Introduction

32
There is a familial contribution toward the ability for humans to adapt physiologically 33 to regular, supervised, physical activity (10) and much of this familial component may 34 be due to variation in the DNA sequence of the genes inherited from our parents.
35
Furthermore, for many of the major physiological outcomes derived from regular 36 aerobic training, such as increased aerobic capacity, enhanced endurance 37 performance, improved insulin sensitivity and reduced blood pressure, there is a 38 large range, within the population, of observed improvements (12). Thus, no matter 39 which training parameter is studied 'non-responders' are readily observed. For some 40 variables this equates to ~10% of the study population, while for others, such as 41 'insulin sensitivity' it can exceed 20% of the population (11). This remarkable There is also a potential danger of studying acute molecular responses to exercise in 81 humans and attempting to extrapolate to mechanisms driving chronic adaptation 82 when no evidence of adaptive potential has been established in each subject.
83
Indeed, it makes sense that if there is a consistent acute activation of a protein 84 kinase in all subjects, yet great heterogeneity in chronic muscle adaptation, then that 85 protein kinase is very unlikely to 'determine' or 'regulate' physiological adaptation.
86
Indeed, so far little connection can be made between acute 'gene' regulation and the 87 molecular changes that characterize long-term adaptation (53). One cautionary note 88 on this point would be that when such studies do address this relationship, the loading between subjects occurred, yielding a potentially false association. Indeed, 93 one needs to be very careful when using the term 'predict' as independent blinded 94 validation is required to make such a claim. In the following sections I will discuss 95 what is known about the molecules which influence the variability in training induced 96 skeletal muscle adaptations for aerobic, metabolic and strength/hypertrophy related 97 fitness phenotypes and how one attempts to study such variables in humans.
99
Aerobic and endurance capacity 100 Early during an endurance training program (e.g. 2 weeks) there is a moderate 101 inverse relationship between baseline aerobic fitness and improvements observed 102 and this physiological response is sensitive to the training modality (46). However as 103 the duration (weeks) of exercise training is extended to 6 weeks and beyond there is 104 a very modest (9, 10) or no significant relationship (47, 61, 92) Analysis also indicated that calcium regulated protein modulation, including the regulation of calcineurin, was a promising mechanism connecting endurance training 245 and aerobic adaptation (19, 20, 72 when the cell is exposed to an acute energy 'crisis'.
267
Thus, based on the available human data, aerobic capacity is an important predictor 268 of human health (6, 7, 40, 55, 69) ; improvements in aerobic capacity can be performance relate more to alterations in muscle energy metabolism (100) and it 274 would be expected that the genes that control the variable training induced 275 improvements in performance will be distinct from those that control the health-276 related gains in aerobic capacity. That is, it is a mistake to assume both of these parameters are always directly coupled. There is evidence that mitochondrial related 278 genes and metabolic control influence exercise performance. In fact, the only 279 credible, non-training related strategy, for improving human performance is 280 manipulation of muscle energy metabolism, directly (15, 17, 35, 36, 87, 89, 90, 95, 281 96) and through enhanced oxygen delivery in the elite athlete or patient situation 
346
Clearly this represents a fruitful area for further investigations and clearly genetic 347 variance located in non-coding DNA regions will now be critical to map out.
348
Gains in muscle size and strength also reflect the capacity to form new myofibrils.
349
Within the pre-existing muscle, phosphorylation of the mTORC1 complex yields a suggesting that the idea that these two muscle traits are at either end of a molecular 386 spectrum may be rather too simplistic (2, 48, 83) . In fact, as will be briefly discussed 387 below, the interaction between any two bouts of exercise may alter the molecular 388 response observed to the initial period of contraction, and this may reflect the fact 389 that the 'recovery period' is also altered in nature or duration and thus interactions 390 are not really reflecting the differing physiological load.
391
In support of the idea that mechanical loading of human skeletal muscle, within the benefit from further replication. Intriguingly, interleukin 15 was also connected to the gene network that predicted variation in aerobic capacity changes to endurance 409 training (92). This exemplifies the idea that 'trainability' genes could in fact be 410 defined as tissue or organ plasticity genes, and they should probably not be defined 411 by the physiological stimuli they are first associated with.
413
Conclusions
414
There are several preliminary conclusions that can be made. Firstly, in the hunt for 415 greater understanding of the molecular basis for skeletal muscle adaptation in 416 humans, subject to subject variability is a very powerful aid to discovery. Secondly, it 417 will become more and more apparent that the search for 'single gene master 
433
Likewise the genes that predict aerobic capacity changes with endurance training 434 appear independent of duration and cycling intensity (92) 
